
Liberal/Conservative

John 12:1-8

The current storm in the media over the loss of trust between the PMO’s office and the 2

members kicked out of the Liberal caucus recently, highlights the difference (each side says)

between being called a liberal or a conservative. Even in the church we like to put people into boxes

and if they are in our box they are “OK” and if they are in a different box from ours, we dislike them

greatly.

McLaren in his book “Generous Orthodoxy” relates that he grew up in the “Conservative”

stream of the church and “liberal was like “red” or “commie” in the 1950s or like “terrorist in the

2000s. It was a label that ended your career acceptance and respect”(p. 145-6). It still does in some

circles. For those of us in the “Liberal” spectrum of the church the term “conservative” or more

commonly “evangelical” possesses parallel excommunicating properties. 

In our own denomination of the United Church a recent issue that highlights the difference in 

the boxes where we place others, depending on their views of the church,  is the story of Rev. Gretta

Vosper who calls herself an “atheist” minister. Her beliefs have caused controversy both within and outside

of the United Church. In 2016, following the Charlie Hebdo shooting in Paris, her public statement that the

belief in a supernatural God promoted hatred, led the United Church of Canada to institute an official review of

her suitability as a minister. In 2018 that process was discontinued when Vosper and the United Church

reached an agreement that left her free to continue as a minister. (Wikipedia). The storm of letters to the

Observer (now Broadview magazine) demonstrate there are groups in the church that feel that even

those who are labelled “Liberal” must have some limits!

When we look back in history we see that both streams, liberals and conservatives, had
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serious challenges to deal with as the church evolved in the 20th Century. Conservatives couldn’t

agree on what the infallible, inerrant Bible meant and constantly labelled the interpretations of their

fellow Protestants grossly errant. Liberals listening to their shrill, quarrelling voices (which were easy

to find on religious broadcasts), often said “See? The Bible can be used to prove anything and

pointing out that some conservative biblical interpretations, had been used to justify some ethically

and scientifically dubious causes like slavery, male chauvinism , horrific treatment of aboriginal

peoples, abuse of the environment, even to identifying the mentally ill as witches or demon

possessed.

Meanwhile Liberals had another set of problems. Just as conservative biblical interpretations

could “prove almost anything,” liberal free inquiry could question anything. Their questioning and

research could arrive at conclusions that left the Christian faith severely—some would say

fatally—wounded, depleted, and drained of  content. When the Bible’s trustworthiness was

questioned, then the divinity, resurrection, and existence of Jesus were questioned; in the Vosper

case, even the existence of God was suspect. What is left to believe in? Has liberal Christianity self-

destructed? Has Christianity become a wrapper with no contents, an excuse to gather and hear

exhortations to be nice folks, good citizens, and safe drivers? What happens when the methodology

of free inquiry that unleashed your movement now turns on your movement and threatens to suck the

life out of it?

What did liberals and conservatives do in the face of these serious problems? Among other

things they did something very human: they compared their own best to their counterpart’s worst.

They focussed on their counterpart’s weaknesses and failures and didn’t think much about their own.

“At least we’re not loosey-goosey like those anything-goes liberals.” or “At least we’re not rigid and

unthinking like those blind, reactionary, bourgeois conservatives.” Name calling can become a pretty
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engaging activity for a pretty long time as any playground, or the upcoming political campaigns, can

demonstrate.

In the first half of the 20th Century liberal Christianity served as the civil religion of North

America and conservatives were marginalised. By the 1960s and 1970s a power shift happened. By

the 1980s the liberals were sent to the backseat, and the conservatives were soon riding shotgun,

basking in the new role as the civil religion of North America. Meanwhile in the 1960s, the liberal

Protestant denominations began to decline, and many conservative groups began to grow. This

change of fortunes created a great deal of backslapping and pride among conservatives with

corresponding hand-wringing, defensiveness, denial or depression among the liberals.

Why were conservatives growing in numbers and influence? How many times have I heard

that question asked? Conservatives were sure it was because they were true to the Bible and were

uncompromising in their faith. From their perspective the liberals were declining because they had

compromised with the high culture of modern rationalism. They had put the human authority of

individual reason above God’s authority in the Bible, losing their message and mission. Liberals had

a mirror image explanation: conservatives grew because their faith was self-centred and self-serving;

cowardly and willfully ignorant in the face of the facts of science.

Globally, liberals had to admit that Christianity had swung decidedly conservative in the

twentieth century. Liberals it has been said, favoured the poor, but the poor favoured the

conservatives (especially the conservative Pentecostals). With increasing numbers both in the West

and beyond, conservative Christianity entered the 21st Century with momentum and confidence.

McLaren’s states: “I think conservatives and liberals were both right and wrong and were each

in their own way trying to do what they felt was right. After all modernity was no Sunday school picnic

for the Christian faith in any of its forms. In their struggle with modernity, Christians found two ways of
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surviving; liberal and conservative.” Surviving is sometimes heroic, sometimes desperate; there were

signs of both heroism and desperation among both liberals and conservatives. While liberals have

pioneered in the area of science and ethics, conservatives have been heroic in other ways, especially

with regards to individual conversion and basic discipleship.

But what if there was a third alternative, something beyond the confining boxes of liberal and

conservative? What if we could bring the best of both traditions into a unified message of love to

reach out to the world in God’s name?

We have lost so much by not embracing the best of both traditions so that together we might

work to bring about God’s reign here on earth. If we are to imagine what a generous orthodoxy can

become, I have to agree with Brian McLaren that; “we must seek to honour both conservative and

liberal. [We] must learn from their mistakes, and when [we] do, [we] don’t want to be boxed in either

category. Instead we can look up for a higher way, and look ahead to the new fields of opportunity

and challenge that stretch from here to the horizon where the terms post-conservative and post-liberal

may be helpful for a while, and then the whole polarizing vocabulary can be forgotten.” (p. 155) 

I want to leave you with this little video (that some of you may remember) on the power of

words that may demonstrate the way ahead in much healthier ways. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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